[Treatment of painful bony metastases with Samarium 153-EDTMP in prostate carcinoma].
THE OBJECTIVE of this work is to evaluate a new therapy, the metabolic radiotherapy to the 153Samarium-EDTMP, of recent introduction in Tunisia, in the painful bony metastasis treatment observed at the patients affected of cancer of the prostate. It is about a retrospective survey with a receding of 40 months, achieved through 45 files of patients having benefited all of this new treatment for painful bony metastases in relation with a prostatic adenocarcinoma and collected by three centers of Nuclear Medicine of the capital: the institute Salah Azaiez (state-controlled), the Center CERU (deprives) and the Military hospital (HMPIT). We tried to appreciate essentially four parameters: the therapeutic efficiency, the factors influencing the answer in the treatment, the toxicity of the treatment and the sources of failure. We observed a positive answer in 92,1% of the cases, this answer was complete in 36,5% of the cases. The results gotten after multiple administrations show that the cures could be repeated with results comparable to those of the first cure. The therapeutic efficiency is at least equivalent to those of the other therapeutic means, with nearly non-existent secondary effects. The only toxicity is of hematological order; it is the most often moderate and reversible with a complete recuperation at the end of 8 weeks. Besides, the effect on the pain came with an improvement of the quality of life of the patients treaties. Its precocious introduction in the taken in charge of the metastatic patients, would allow them to benefit better from its efficiency, simplicity and weak toxicity and therefore to enjoy a better quality of life.